PC HEROES
TRUSTED BACKUP & RECOVERY SOLUTIONS
Deletion or Distruction - Managed Backups offer you peace of mind
that your data is safe, no matter what the reason for loss.
Supporting Small and Medium businesses - we
can provide comprehensive, and automated
backup packages to suite many budgets.
• Fully Automated, meaning no need for
any "end of day" backup.
• Archiving and File History. Recover your
data from nearly any point in time,
whether it is just one file or a full restore.
• Server Disaster Recovery with fast Cloud
VM Replication.
• Cloud Based, which means its immune to
virtually any form of destruction.
• Cost Effective with packages to suite
many budgets.
• Military Grade Encrypted on all cloud
based backups.
• Fully Managed System. We monitor the
software to ensure it is always working.
You can trust our experience and that we
understand the importance of your data whether it is mission critical operations data or
precious family photos. You can relax knowing
its safe - guarded by military grade encryption.

CONTACT OUR
FRIENDLY TEAM TODAY
TO ARRANGE A FREE
HEALTH CHECKUP AND
RISK ASSESSMENT.

Benefits of a Managed Backup
Low Cost of Ownership
A fully managed data backup and restore solution for the same or less than a
capital purchase that you have to manage yourself.
Total Peace of Mind
Thanks to centralized management and monitoring, you can rest assured that your
business data is safe and being handled by experts. Which means you can focus
on your business.
Reduced Bandwidth
While most solutions require full backups periodically or in some cases daily,
our solution only requires an initial full backup then from that point stores only
incremental file changes.
Safeguard Your Business Information
Since the solution takes backups in terms of changes, you will be able to recover
files, even older revisions.
Ensure Business Continuity
Backup your most critical business applications to ensure that you can get quick
access to restore systems that would have the most impact to your day-to-day
operations if they were down.
Increase Productivity and Decrease Downtime
With our rapid restore capabilities, we will minimize the costs associated with lost
productivity and downtime.
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